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ABSTRACT

Planning for Quality assurance (QA) in researcn and development (R&D) is like stealing eggs without
.•/aKing up the chickens. The QA program should be as unobtrusive as possible. Researchers reauire a
^A oroc ?m tnat affords them an environment caoaole of suDporting repeatable exoenments with accurate
:ata witnuut unauly stifling meir creative abilities. Careful advance planning ensures that the intensity of
zsntrol provided by quality-related systems is commensurate with the importance and scape of the activities
;emg performea. Good scientific practices applied to small bench-scale projects may require minimal
additional controls. As projects increase in size and complexity the controls imposed through planning
must, by necessity, be increased.

Research and development QA planning, just like any other planning, involves all affected individuals.
The application of control systems is determined by factors such as customer cr sponsor requirements, the
importance of an item or activity to the experiment's success, and the organizational complexity of the
project Many larger experiments are highly dependent on quality-related support activities such as
calibration, engineering design, and inspection provided by organizations outside the R&D group. Since,
:n most cases, the expense of support activities is taken directly from funds available for research, it is
important for the researchers to be involved in the planning efforts to help determine and agree with the
:ev&; of QA effort required. A single plan will often -uffice for organizations engaged in large numbers of
similar experiments. Complex experiments may require unique QA plans or additions to existing plans.
Once implemented, the R&D QA plans, like any others, require audits or surveillances and may require
•evisions if the scope of the exDeriment changes.

INTRODUCTION

How many times nave you found yourself in that all-too-familiar swamp doing battle with the alligators?
•Vhere in the world do they come from? Is there any way to control them?

Did you ever have a project delayed when a major piece of equipment was not as you had envisioned?
Have you had a report challenged because samples were not uniformly collected, handled, or analyzed?
Have you experienced unexpected failures because major system components were not what you ordered
or were not inspected or tested? These are |ust a few examples of common problems that could have
been avoided with good "front-end" planning. Through planning you can drive those alligators to extinction!

A QA plan is that vital link of items and activities to procecures and other controls that have been
developed as a part of the overall QA Program. The development of a QA Program, then, is the first item
of business before we can really begin our planning process.

CHOICE OF A STANDARD

Once a decision has been reached to develoo a QA program, the first thing to establish is. "What
quality Standard or Standards will the QA program be based on?" Choice of a Quality Standard is
determined by many factors ranging from customer or sponsor mandates to the availability of industry-
specific Quality Standa-ds such as ANSI/ASME NQA-1, Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear
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Facilities lor the nuclear industry. Enough Quality Standards are available to allow the adoption of one that
•s applicable to the user for all activities and is generally recognized and accepted by the organization s
customers or sponsors.

When choosing a Standard for a QA Program for R&D it is important to choose one that is compatible
with a graded approach to QA. This compatibility allows one program with one set of implementing
procedures to be applied with varying intensity to all activities commensuratB with their scope ana
importance.

Once chosen, the Standard provides guidance for identifying and developing the procedures ana
instructions for performing quality-related activities. While a few of these procedures are contained in QA
manuals, the vast majority exist as standard operating procedures for the line organizations.

HOW MANY PLANS?

The number of QA plans required should be minimized, especially for areas with numerous sman
cro|ects or where similar activities are being performed. Large projects may have individual plans or use
a base olan with modifications, deletions, or additional requirements. There are several reasons for adopting
:his onilosoony. The first reason is economy of effort. QA plans, even relatively simple ones, ao take time
ana effort to develop. Any diversion of resources from the primary mission of research and development
is strongly questioned, if not challenged outright! Second, a QA plan is useful only if individuals are familiar
with its requirements. Obviously, it is much easier to use one or a few QA plans than to have a drawer
full of plans uniquely created through the wonders of word processing! Last, but not least, it is easier to
control revisions of smaller numbers of plans.

BUILDING THE PLANNING TEAM

Failure is virtually ensured for any QA plan created by a single individual and handed to a group to
use without their input Effective planning is a team effort that requires input, both constructive and
negative, from all project participants. Each team member brings their own unique needs and knowledge
"to the table."

Planning efforts are normally led by a QA specialist or engineer who has a technical familiarity with the
activities being performed. This individual is also familiar with the institution's chosen Standard ana QA
program and can aid the team in identifying items and activities that require controls.

The balance of the planning team is comprised of the project manager, who is substantially involvea
:n the planning process, and other key individuals from the project including supporting disciplines. The
QA specialist or engineer may work one-on-one with members from individual disciplines. For example, if
design is involved, engineering may help in development of the design control portion of the QA plan. At
the conclusion of the planning process all individuals should be involved in the review and comment phase.

IDENTIFICATION OF KEY ITEMS AND ACTTVTnES

For years, project managers have realized the importance of four key areas when planning a project:
materials, machinery, methods, and personnel. It stands to reason, then, that consideration of these areas
is the most logical way to plan for quality. The QA specialist or engineer leads key members of the project
team through one or more sessions, depending on the size of the project, where key items or activities in
these four areas are identified. The use of an internally developed form, a fishbone diagram, or similar
method expedites the process.

As an example of how the process of identification works, let's look at some typical questions in the
machinery (or equipment) area:

• Will any equipment that is key to the success of the protect be purchased?
• What is it?
• Will specifications need to be developed?
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Who is resDonsioie for development, review, and approval?
Will vendor evaluations be necessary?
Will tests, msoections. or other item evaluations at the venaor location oe reaurea9

Do receiving inspection Dians need to be written?
Will handling plans need to be developed?

Countless Questions could have been asked. The process may be ended when tne team is confident
that the list of items and activities is sufficient tor their project. The process might result in a list similar
to Figure i .
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Figure l

With a little imagination, tne process could generate similar questions for items such as sammes:
• Will samples be required for the- project?
• Are sampling procedures needed?
• Will training be required for tne samplers?
• Will a cnain-of-cusiody be required?
• Will special handling or storage oe required?

Questions sucn as the need far cnain-of-custody may be directly related to customer or SDOnsor
requirements. For this reason, team parbcioabon in the planning process is important. The QA specialist
or engineer cannot possibty be familiar with all the technical issues and requirements associated with a
particular protect.

IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

After we have identified those items and activities that are important to a project, we are ready to identify
the applicable systems and controls. These systems and controls are normals existing standard operating
procedures. At times, it will be necessary to provide additional guidance for particular items or activities
if existing procedures fail to orovide adequate guidance. In some cases, new procedures may need to be
developed for unique situations.

Most organizations are well blessed with proceduresi Quite often we find multiple procedures for a
particular activity. Different disciplines cr divisions may approach the same activity in a slightly different or
unique manner. As long as consistent (and successful) results are achieved, this is an acceptable practice.

Obviously. QA plans snould reference procedures that are the most familiar to the organization
performing tne activity PeoDie ara comfortable with those procedures they normally access ana use. ana
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they are more likely to oerform an activity according to that procedure Oecause that is their usual way ot
doing business. The organization or group responsible for the QA plan should be aware of the contents
of those proceaures outsidB their own area. If there are actions or documentation required in addition to
those normally provided by a procedure for a particular activity they need to be discussed with the
organization performing the activity. Various options are available at this point. First, the organization couio
consider revising their procedure. Revision is not a usual course of action. Second, if the proiect was large
enough, a special new procedure might be developed for that project only. Third, and most likely,
instructions in addition to those in existing procedures could be developed for that activity. According tc
the accepted manner of doing business, these additions could be provided as sections of the QA plan itself
or be referenced in tne plan as attachments to the implementing procedures.

GRADED QUALITY ASSURANCE

Many QA stanoaras allow for a graded approach for control of activities. For instance. ANSI/ASME
NQA-1, Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities, states, 'The program snail provide
control over activities affecting quality to an extent consistent with their importance.'

To better understand the graded approacn. let us look at a typical proiect activity such as control of
the distribution of documents. All project managers will agree on the importance of all proiect Darticioants
using the latest revisions of project-related documents. Each of the many different methods of
accomplishing this comes with increasing degrees of effectiveness as well as increasing costs to the proiect.
It is the responsibility of the project manager to determine the best control method for a particular project.

Perhaps the most common method of controlling document distribution is the use of a transmitta! sheet
or list These sheets or lists ensure that individuals receive current revisions of documents. While this is
usually an effective method of document distribution, it is subject to vagaries of the mail system and
responsive actions by project individuals.

For certain documents, a greater degree of control of distribution is required. Documents are distributed
with cover sheets or forms that require the recipient to acknowledge receipt. While this does provide the
project manager with a greater degree of assurance that individuals receive the latest document revision,
it does require extra effort to check all responses against the transmittai list

In some instances it may be ab'iciutely imperative that all individuals be provided with the latest revision
of a drawing or other document For those instances distribution control may require hand delivery of
sequentially numbered cooies of a revision and retrieval of all copies of the superseded documents. While
this method of distnnimon is virtually foolproof, it does require a great deal of effort to execute.

Obviously, control of document distribution can be accomplished in several ways. Each added
assurance activity carries a successively higher cost The project team must decide the degree of control
that is right for that oarticular project

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION

Once a QA plan has been approved for use on a project, it is distributed to individuals responsible
for project activities. Training and indoctrination of individuals is a vital link in establishing the needed
controls. One or more formal sessions may be needed to familiarize individuals with the requirements and
controls specified in the plan. Special emphasis should be given to those areas that represent departures
from or additions to normal controls or procedures.

After training and indoctrination of project team members have been completed and the project is under
way. a new concern arises for the project manager. Are the identified controls being implemented, and how
effective are they? Either of two ways can determine the answers to those questions: audits and
surveillances.
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Most of us are familiar with auaits. They represent a formalized process that lasts trom one sav to a
weeK or more. These comprehensive looks at a project provide the project manager with information on
now well the audited proiect activities are being controlled. Although very informative, audits ao consume
aroiect members' time and are usually not conducted until a protect has been unoer way for a significant
oercentage of its total planned duration.

Surveillances are becoming increasingly useful as tools for gaging implementation ot proiect control
systems. They have advantages over audits in that: (1) they can be conducted almost immediately after
a QA plan is approved. (2) they can be directed at known problem areas from past proiects. (3) they can
examine any crucial activity or area that the project manager is uncomfortable with. (4) they taxe very little
resources because they are normally one-on-one, and (5) they can be performed by almost any person
with knowledge of the suDject and the surveillance process.

Regardless of which verification method the project manager cnooses. much valuable information can
oe gained trom each. Findings may identify control systems tnat are either weak, misunderstood, ignored.
or not implemented. It is also possible to identify individuals who either lack sufficient training in or
jnaerstanoing of the control systems or who fail to recognize the importance to the orojeci of aanenng to
tnose systems.

PLAN REVISIONS DUE TO PROJECT SCOPE CHANGES

Projects are dynamic. They are in a continual state of change. Activities are added, deleted, increased,
or decreased as project objectives and funding change.

When project scope changes, it is always a good idea to assess the project's QA plan for relevance
and adequacy. Deletion of some activities may also delete the need for certain controls on the protect.
On the other hand, expansion or addition of activities may require the implementation of new or tighter
controls. For instance, we may have a key project document that requires controls beyond those offered
by our normal transmrttal system. It may become necessary to add to our plan that for document "X" it will
be necessary to hand-deliver new revisions and collect superseded revisions. If no procedure existed.
new procedures would need to be described in the body of the QA plan.

As with any other good system for project control.a review of all proposed changes to the QA olan is
necessary. All involved individuals should understand the proposed changes and reacn agreement on
now the plan should be changed to reflect them. Once approved, the plan revisions must be distributed
:o all proiect memoers. Major cnanges to tne QA plan should be discussed with affected project memoers
so that they are aware of the impact on tneir actions.

CONCLUSION

Success or failure in R&D proiects or any other activity is largely proponional to the amount of Dlannmg
that precedes our actions. By carefully identifying those activities and items that are crucial to the success
of our project and applying control systems that are commensurate with their importance, we greatly
increase our probability of success. Through audits and surveillance of our activities, we are then able to
gage the effectiveness of our planning and continually improve the overall control of those activities.
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